Inductive, Capacitive Proxys, Photoelectric Sensors, Pressure/temperature/flow/level sensors, Vision sensors, 3D cameras, Light curtains and safety systems, Machine condition monitoring, I/O link master and sensors.

www.ifm.com/us


www.sierrainstruments.com


www.additel.com

Permanent & Portable Clamp-on Flowmeters for liquids and gases, Thermal energy meters, Compressed air flowmeters, Concentration/density/mass flowmeters, Refractometers, Permanent and portable ultrasonic flowmeters.

www.flexim.com/us

Multifunctional Isolators & Intrinsically Safe Barriers. Signal splitters, Puck/DIN rail/field mount temperature transmitters, Displays, Digital communication, Signal isolation, loop powered, 4-20 repeater, HART transparent. Absolute best signal isolation & conditioning products on the market, period! Value & quality is unsurpassed.

www.prelectronics.com

Weighing Instruments. Load cells & platform scales, PLC weighing modules, Check weighing, Unique features such as C2 calibration (weightless calibration), WaverSaver, Integrated Technician diagnostics.

www.hardysolutions.com

RTD and Thermocouple Assemblies, Diaphragm Seals Repair & Replace. Pressure and temperature gauges, Sanitary temperature and pressure gauges, Diaphragm repair and replacement, Custom temperature sensor, bimetal thermometer, pressure gauge assemblies, compost thermometers.

www.reotemp.com

Temperature Assemblies. RTD and thermocouple assemblies, Thermocouple wire, Thermowells, Hand held pyrometers.

www.pyromation.com


www.m-systems.com

Magnetic Level Gauges / External Chambers. Magnetostrictive level transmitters, Point level switches Laser level transmitter, Direct-reading liquid level / flow indicators.

www.jogler.com

Moisture & Relative Humidity. Process analyzers, Dew-point transmitters, Portable hygrometers, Moisture calibration instruments, Chilled mirror hygrometers, Relativity humidity instruments, Oxygen & related analyzers, Oxygen & H2S electrochemical analyzers

www.michell.com


www.rcsystemsco.com

Full Instrumentation Line including magnetic/mass/sonic/vortex flowmeters, Non contacting radar/sonic/capacitance/TDR/hydrostatic level transmitters, Pressure transmitters, Temperature sensors & transmitters, Tuning fork & capacitance level switches, Analytical systems for pH, ORP, optical DO, conductivity, turbidity, chlorine.

www.us.endress.com/en

Ethernet/IP communications - Rockwell Encompassed Partner
Analytical Sensors & Transmitters, Optical dissolved oxygen/Suspended solids/pH/ORP Continuous sensors, Single and dual channel transmitters, Optical dissolved oxygen/suspended solids portable systems. Unique DO sensor has zero consumable components & never needs recalibration.
www.insiteig.com

Pressure Regulators & Current to Pressure (I to P) Transducers, Fairchild pneumatic regulators are available as: precision, back pressure, miniature, filter service, stainless steel, motorized, low pressure and specialty. Current to pressure transducers XP field mount/DIN rail mount, Auto-drain air filters, Boosters & relays.
www.fairchildproducts.com

Panel Meters, Pump controllers, Batch controllers, PID controllers, Large display boards, Line powered & loop powered displays plus totalizers, All meters are UL approved.
www.predio.com

Submersible Pressure/Level Transmitters for liquid & slurry measurements, Flush mount pressure sensors for slurry & sanitary applications, Miniature .39" depth/level transmitter. Chemical resistant submersible, Programmable, Dry box termination enclosures with surge protection and moisture protection.
www.pmc1.com

Analytical Sensors & Transmitters, Turbidity portable/online, Chlorine portable/online, pH, Conductivity, Dissolved oxygen, Dissolved ozone, UV transmission Portable/online, Streaming current.
www.hfscientific.com

Wireless & Data Radios using Spread Spectrum technology, 20 mile range and hazardous area approval, Power supplies and UPS, Ethernet switches, I/O systems, Surge protection, Terminal blocks.
www.phoenixcontact.com

Autodialers, RACO offers a complete line of high-quality, reliable remote communications systems for monitoring, alarm notification and data logging applications. Additionally, RACO offers systems with the ability to run SCADA, PLC annunciation and process control applications.
www.racoman.com

Controllers, Single loop temperature controllers, Multi-loop controllers, Limit controllers, Process indicators, chart recorders and data acquisition, PID Loop controllers including 1/32, 1/16, 1/8 & 1/4 DIN.
www.west-cs.com

Valves & Sensors, Solenoid valves, Oval gear, paddlewheel & Insertion flowmeters.
www.burkert.com

Valves & VLV Accessories

Globe, Rotary Plug, Segmented Ball Valves, Steam conditioning valves, PTFE/PFA lined globe and rotary valves, Self operated and pilot back pressure regulators, Aseptic valves, Hygienic angle valves. Digital positioners.
www.samsoncontrols.com

Valve Positioners & Accessories, Pneumatic/electro-pneumatic/digital positioners to retrofit any valve, Brackets, Regulators and gauges.
www.vacaccessories.com

Flanged & Threaded ball, Multi-port, V-Port, on/off & control valves, Butterfly valves, Sanitary valves, Rack & pinion pneumatic actuators, Electric actuators, Heavy duty scotch yoke actuators, Floor mounted damper drives & FM approved natural gas safety valves.
www.a-tcontrols.com

Sliding gate valves, Globe valves, Pinch valves, Sanitary valves, Angle port valves, On/off valves, Electric & pneumatic actuators, Positioners.
www.schubertsalzerinc.com

HMI’s & Touchscreen PC’s, HMI+Control, flat panel monitors, HMI, IPC, Software.
www.profaceamerica.com